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ABSTRACT

The idea of synthesizing analytical and heuristic approaches is proposed in order to join different approaches to the Venture Capitalists (VCs) decision making. The research applies Analytic Network Process (ANP) methodology to the comparative evaluation of four e-commerce startups. The proposed ANP model represents the decision problem as a structure of Benefits-Opportunities and Risks networks with dependences and feedbacks between decision criteria and alternatives. Based on VCs judgments that are checked for consistency, the ANP approach helps choose the best startup for funding or to estimate the target startup versus other startups. The ratings that are obtained may be used as weights for determining a startups valuation. In the model, heuristics is used without reducing the complexity of the task and thus helps avoid the systematic error. Moreover, the idea of applying ANP to the VCs decision making serves to make the decision process transparent and understandable. To implement the ANP model, Multichoice software has been developed.
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1. Introduction
The startup market is highly competitive and the percentage of companies that prosper is small. In the early stage of development, startups often experience various difficulties including a financial gap that limits the company’s ability to innovate and commercialize its products (Hudson & Khazragui, 2013). The success or failure of a new business is often dependent on overcoming a series of potential barriers, e.g. limited human capital management capabilities, high uncertainty in terms of product and market, volatile development process, weak partnership ties (Fielden, Davidson, & Makin, 2000).

There is enough research to support the idea that start-ups that are supported by Venture Capital (VC) generally tend to be more successful than those that do not receive VC support (Gompers & Lerner, 2004; Chemmanur, Krishnan & Nandy, 2008; Bertoni, Colombo & Grilli, 2011). Undoubtedly, Venture Capitalists (VCs) play the most crucial role in identifying and financing new and highly innovative firms (Monika & Sharma, 2015). Moreover, Savaneviciene, Vencukviene and Girdauskienea, (2015) conclude that VC is a catalyst for startups to overcome the “valley of death”.

While some researchers suggest using statistics to make better VCs decisions, others mention the importance of intuition, arguing that most business decisions are made in the face of uncertainty and these uncertain situations have too many unknowns and complexities to lend themselves to statistical analysis (Miloud, Aspelund & Cabrol, 2012; Narayanasamy, Hashemogli & Rashid, 2012; Mousavi & Gigerenze,r 2014). Zacharakis and Meyer (2000) suggest that although the expert VC’s intuition is valuable it often leads to biased results.

In this article, in order to join different approaches to VCs decision making, we synthesize analytical and heuristic approaches through applying Analytic Network Process (ANP) methodology. An example of comparative evaluation of four Russian e-commerce startups is considered. The proposed ANP model represents problem complexity as a network structure with dependences and feedbacks between decision criteria and alternatives. Based on VCs judgments that are checked for consistency, the ANP approach helps choose the best startup for funding or estimate the target startup versus other startups. ANP makes it possible to make decisions under risks as it allows examining the problem from different angles, e.g. benefits, opportunities, and risks (Saaty, 2008a). To implement the ANP model Multichoice software has been developed.

2. Venture Capitalists decision making
In the area of VC investment decision methods are used both as tools to evaluate startups, and as tools to analyze in order to identify the factors that drive financial decisions. VCs decision criteria have faced numerous challenges with identifying the economic value of a new venture. A number of studies have produced empirically derived lists of the principle evaluation criteria. The earlier VC research mostly agreed on six criteria: management skill and experience, venture team, product attributes, market growth and size, and expected returns (Macmillan et al., 1987; Robinson, 1987; Hall and Hofer, 1993). Subsequent works have also acknowledged the importance of passion in entrepreneurship (Cardon et al., 2009).
Initial research used post hoc surveys and interviews to collect data on VCs’ self-reported decision policy for decisions made in the past. This reliance on retrospective and self-reported data may have generated biased results. Zacharakis and Meyer (1998) support the fact that people are poor at introspection and often suffer from recall and post-hoc rationalization biases among others. Therefore, real-time methods such as Verbal Protocols and Conjoint Analysis are more appropriate and eliminate these biases.

Verbal Protocols are real-time “think aloud” observations of VCs screening a potential deal (Landström et al., 2007). Different research studies have used Verbal Protocols to understand information in the actual decision process (Hall & Hofer, 1993; Zacharakis & Meyer, 1995).

Conjoint Analysis is a technique that assesses decision criteria (attributes) and their significance in the judgment, and how these attributes affect the judgment and the relative importance of each attribute in the decision process (Shepherd & Zacharakis, 1999). Conjoint Analysis has been used in many studies and gains a deeper understanding of the VC decision process (Hsu, et al., 2014; Zacharakis & Shepherd, 2005).

Another attempt at accomplishing some improvement in the VCs decision process was proposed by Zacharakis and Meyer (2000). They introduced actuarial decision aides that are models that decompose a decision into component cues and recombine those cues to predict the potential outcome. Actuarial models include environmental and bootstrapping models, where the former employ discriminant or regression analysis on actual decision data. Shepherd and Zacharakis (2002) proposed that bootstrapping models hold considerable potential for improving VCs decision accuracy.

In any case, for evaluating new ventures not all the VCs are able to follow the same investment decision process (Monika & Sharma, 2015). VCs are individuals with their own unique experience, perspective and business priorities, so they do not evaluate startups the same way. Some VCs give more importance to the entrepreneur’s characteristics, while others are more intrigued with financial and marketing perspectives. Monika and Sharma (2015) highlight that VCs follow the multi-criteria perspective for taking investment decision.

2.1 Using heuristics
It is well recognized in the decision-making literature that decision makers are not perfectly rational, but “boundedly rational”, which means that when individuals make decisions, their rationality is limited by the tractability of the decision problem, the cognitive limitations of their minds, and the time available to make the decision (Simon, 1957). Tversky and Kahneman (1974) showed that people making decisions under uncertainty rely on a limited number of heuristic principles, which leads to systematic errors.

Zacharakis and Meyer (2000) suggest that a VC is apt to assess the success of a current venture prospect by how similar it is to a past success when analyzing VCs decision making. In this assessment, VCs use a representativeness heuristic, which may lead to severe errors (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Likewise, if a VC utilizes a satisfying heuristic it may eliminate potentially profitable investments (Zacharakis & Meyer, 2000).
While assessing decision criteria, VCs may tend to underweight the more important criteria and overweight the less important criteria (Zacharakis & Meyer, 1998).

Thus, biases and heuristics significantly affect the behavior of VCs. Bias factors include risk perception, overconfidence, inconsistency and habit and framing (Dimov et al., 2007; Mitteness et al., 2012; Zacharakis & Shepherd, 2001). All considerations about applying heuristic rules and intuition in VCs decision making imply simplification of the decision process and inconsistent of human judgments.

Woike, Hofrango, and Petty (2015) compared simple heuristics with machine learning and regression models and showed that simple heuristics is competitive with more complex VCs decision strategies. However, is it possible to synthesize analytic and heuristic approaches? Could we apply heuristics without sufficient reduction of the complexity of the problem? This article contributes to answering these questions.

2.2 Multi-criteria decision analysis

Due to the complex nature of VCs decision, we suggest that multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) methods can help find the best investment strategy. MCDA is devoted to supporting and aiding VCs in situations in which multiple conflicting decision factors (objectives, goals, criteria, etc.) must be considered simultaneously.

There is a vast body of literature on the use of multi-criteria methodologies in financial decision-making, such as project financing, financial performance evaluation, investment selection, extension of credit, and foreign direct investment; however much less is reported on applications of MCDA to VC portfolio selection (Beshah & Kitaw, 2013; Bhandari & Nakarmi, 2016; Saracoglu, 2015; Beim & Lévesque, 2004). In recent research, Pakizeh and Hosseini (2015) propose PROMETHEE method; Afful-Dadzie, Oplatková, and Nabareseh (2015) apply Fuzzy PROMETHEE for selecting startup businesses; Beim and Lévesque (2004) consider MAVT. Lu and Shen (2011), Su, Jiang, and Ma (2009) and Gui-lan (2011) evaluate investment risks of VC company based on Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Shijian and Yinyan (2015) apply AHP-Fuzzy evaluation methods to evaluate VC project. Wiratno, Latiffianti, and Wirawan (2015) apply ANP for selection of business funding proposals.

2.3 Why ANP?

Among the existing methods, ANP is one that considers dependences between decisions criteria (Saaty, 1996). In light of research on MCDA in making VCs decisions, we consider ANP as a decision aid for VCs in understanding the complexities of the decisions they face.

Although AHP/ANP have been widely used in solving different decision problems, the application of AHP/ANP in the articles related to VC has been very few. However, over the past two decades much research has considered comparative analysis of Conjoint Analysis (CA) and AHP (Helm et. al., 2002; Helm et. al., 2004; Schol et. al., 2005; Meißner & Decker, 2009; Ijzerman et. al., 2010). Most of them reported that not only “both methods are equivalent with regard to convergent validity”, but also AHP is “the better choice for the special decision situation considered” (Meißner & Decker, 2009; Schol et. al., 2005). This is somewhat astonishing considering the similarity of AHP and
CA approaches, and the fact that CA is quite popular for measuring VCs preferences, while ANP/AHP is not.

In order to increase the practical relevance of ANP in VCs decision making, we consider an example of evaluation of four e-commerce startups. Based on neuroeconomic results that people compare choices within a set rather than assigning separate utilities, the comparative method is appropriate for VCs decision-making (Camerer, Loewenstein, & Prelec, 2004). In a high-risk area such as VC financing, selecting the right candidate can be very challenging and complex since most of the criteria involved are subjective and hold uncertain data.

Due to lack of the quantitative information on a startup’s activities and the high level of uncertainty, the appropriate method for VCs decision-making must be based on subjective judgments, which not only measure preferences, but also reflect knowledge about influences between decision criteria and the strengths with which these influences occur. Zacharakis and Shepherd (2004) showed that interactions between decision criteria affect VCs decision making, so it is the ANP model that may be applied at startups evaluation process.

Thus, the ANP approach is considered suitable for VCs decision making because, (1) the model allows including a mix of quantitative and qualitative (or only quantitative) factors and implies interconnections between decision criteria; (2) decision problem may be examined not only from the Benefits side, but also from the Opportunities and Risks sides; (3) the integrity of the measurement system is verified for consistency because of subjective of human judgments.

3. Model construction and results

3.1 ANP Model

The ANP model may be constructed after the screening stage of investment where the number of initially available alternatives has been reduced. In our study, four Russian e-commerce startups (let us identify them as A, B, C, and D) are subjected to deep analysis with ANP.

Startup A is a coffee service for drivers, a small chain of stores that offers snacks, tea and coffee to go. Drivers can make an order and pay in advance via a mobile app, and then just pick up in order to save time.

Startup B is a time bank, a reciprocity-based work trading system in which hours are used as currency. With time banking, a person with one skill set can bank and trade hours of work for equal hours of work in another skill set instead of paying or being paid for services.

Startup C is an organic food delivery online service. The service integrates products from different stores to help people buy any organic food without an extra charge for delivery from different shops.

Startup D is an online store for renting sporting goods and equipment (skiing, skates, snowboards, bicycles, etc.). The service allows people to rent goods for the whole season.
and thereby solves the problem of storing goods in the apartment at the time of the year when they are not being used.

In order to make a comprehensive decision, an investor should take into account the startups performance and development prospects, as well as current and expected risks.

The model included two network structures:

1. Benefits- Opportunities network- This combines all criteria of efficiency and potential of the startups. We consider Benefits and Opportunities within one network structure as benefits criteria have always had an impact on opportunities criteria.

2. Risks network- This includes the most important current and expected risk factors.

These network structures are combined in the control hierarchy for evaluating the networks contribution to the final decision. Each network contains selection criteria, relationship among criteria, and the submitted funding proposals.

Decision criteria of the networks were chosen based on Macmillan et al. (1987), Robinson (1987), Hall and Hofer (1993) and on criteria used in the most popular Russian startups competition – School of a Young Billionaire, organized by Forbes Russia Magazine (Forbes, 2017).

The network of Benefits-Opportunities (Figure 1) includes six decision clusters which include the following: Growth for the last year, Society, Team, Promotion, Prospects, Production. Each of the clusters has its own specified criteria (nodes).

Figure 1 Benefits-Opportunities network

The network of Risks (Figure 2) includes four clusters which include the following: Competition, Commercial risks, Operational risks, and Other risks.
To combine and evaluate a network’s contribution to the final decision, the control hierarchy is built (Figure 3). Considered networks are evaluated in terms of the Company’s profit, the Company’s competitiveness, and Improving societal well-being.

The result of the ANP algorithm is to find a startup with the highest ratings in terms of benefits-opportunities and risks priorities ratio. As a result, the selected startup will be the most attractive to receive funding.

### 3.2 Results

The model is built in Multichoice, which is a new software for MCDA based on the ANP/AHP (Milkova & Andreichikova, 2016). All pairwise comparison matrixes are filled by one expert, the investor concerned (for more details on the methodology of...
building pairwise comparisons see Saaty (2008b)). In this study, we do not consider the case of multiple experts, although this may be done (for more details see Saaty, 2010).

For the network of Benefits-Opportunities, thirty-seven pair comparison matrixes are filled: 6 for cluster comparisons, and 31 for nodes comparisons. The results of evaluating the startups by each decision criteria of Benefits-Opportunities network are shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4 Results of pairwise comparisons of the startups by each node of the Benefits-Opportunities network](image)

Further relative measurements of the influence of elements within the Risks network are considered. Eleven pair comparison matrixes for nodes are filled by the very same expert. The results of evaluating the startups by each decision criteria of the Risks network are shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5 Results of pairwise comparisons of the startups by each node of the Risks network](image)
The priority vectors that are obtained are then combined in a supermatrix and weighted in a weighed supermatrix. After the limit supermatrix is calculated, cluster limit vectors are normalized.

Limit normalized by cluster priorities of startups in Benefits-Opportunities network is shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6 Limit normalized by cluster priorities of the startups in Benefits-Opportunities network](image)

To analyze the obtained priorities of alternatives within the Benefits-Opportunities network (Figure 6), one should take into account that according to the network’s structure (Figure 1) clusters Prospects, Growth for the last year and Team have the highest weights because they accumulate their significance through all links coming into them.

As shown in Figure 4, startup D has the highest node priorities of the “significant” clusters: Expansion (cluster Growth for the last year) – 0.43, Financial soundness (cluster Prospects) – 0.51. The B startup also has the highest node priorities of the “significant” clusters: Team professional satisfaction (cluster Team) – 0.56, Market share (cluster Prospects) – 0.51. Therefore, these startups are the best in terms of Benefits-Opportunities that is shown in Figure 6.

Limit normalized by cluster priorities of startups in the Risks network is shown in Figure 7.
One always should take into account a network’s structure for analyzing the obtained priorities. According to the structure of the Risks network (Figure 2), only the Competition cluster accumulates the importance. Therefore, the priorities of the startups by nodes of the Competition cluster are more significant in making the final result. As shown in Figure 7, startup C has the highest priority (0.45) in the Risks network due to its highest nodes priorities of the “significant” cluster Competition.

To obtain priority ratings for the Benefits-Opportunities and Risks networks of the model, they are evaluated by selecting the appropriate rating category from a defined linguistic scale on each criterion of the control hierarchy. In the study, a “High”, “Middle”, and “Low” linguistic scale is used.

The results of networks linguistic evaluation in control hierarchy (Figure 3) are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Linguistic estimation of networks by the criteria of control hierarchy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Benefits-Opportunities</th>
<th>Risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company’s profit</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company’s competitiveness</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving society well being</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preferences for linguistic categories obtained by pairwise comparisons and equal:
Priorities of the criteria of control hierarchy are obtained from pairwise comparisons and

\[ p^{\text{REVENUE}} = 0.1 \quad p^{\text{COMPETITIVENESS}} = 0.23 \quad p^{\text{WELLBEING}} = 0.67 \]

equal:

Thus, the final weights of Benefits-Opportunities network \( w^{BO} \) and Risks network \( w^R \) are: \( w^{BO} = 0.73 \), \( w^R = 0.27 \).

The results of multiplicative and additive composition are shown in Table 2.

Table 2
Synthesis results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>Benefits-Opportunities ((0,7262))</th>
<th>Risks ((0,2738))</th>
<th>Multiplicative</th>
<th>Additive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0,2188</td>
<td>0,1136</td>
<td>0,2658</td>
<td>0,2824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0,2707</td>
<td>0,1236</td>
<td>0,3031</td>
<td>0,3597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0,2142</td>
<td>0,4549</td>
<td>0,179</td>
<td>0,0685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0,2964</td>
<td>0,3079</td>
<td>0,2522</td>
<td>0,2894</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the synthesis results, startup B seems to be the most attractive for funding. The startup is an example of a good balanced alternative that is placed second in terms of Benefits-Opportunities and Risks and first in overall ranking. All alternatives have positive priority at additive composition, which means that they carry benefits-opportunities higher than risks. Sensitivity analysis shows that the final startup’s priorities are stable to the 5% changes of elements priorities in the networks and to the 5% changes of networks weights.

4. Discussion
4.1 Practical implementation issues
The goal of this paper is to improve VCs decision making by synthesizing analytical and heuristic approaches. The proposed ANP methodology is a useful decision aid for VCs that helps to valuate selected ventures.

The commonly used valuation techniques in corporate finance (e.g. discounted cash flow method, earning multiple method and net asset method, etc.) depend on strict assumptions and require information that new ventures typically cannot provide (such as accounting information). Hence, their applicability is severely limited in valuating early-stage new ventures and both venture capitalists and entrepreneurs are frustrated by huge variance of valuations computed from the extant methods for the same new venture.
Uncertainty and risk related to product creation and commercialization, human resource management issues, lack of technological knowledge etc. are inherent features for startups.

Thus, VCs must make their decision under uncertainty and risk without a sufficient amount of financial records. All these facts are major requisites for using heuristic rules in evaluation, and as a result in valuation of startups. On the other hand, although the expert VC’s intuition is valuable, it is often biased resulting in suboptimal decisions (Zacharakis & Meyer, 2000).

The proposed ANP methodology makes it possible to assess all criteria that are valuable for VCs without sufficient simplification of the problem. ANP startups ratings may be used as weights for determining startups valuation. For example, a target startup may be included in an ANP model with an already funded similar start up in order to determine an appropriate valuation of the target. The valuation of the considered startup will be determined through final weights of the alternatives. Thus, the ANP approach may considerably extend the scope of comparative valuation methods.

Furthermore, the problem of evaluating startups arises not only in the case of their valuation, but also occurs in the selection of winners at startup competitions. At some competitions, the startups may be very different from each other, so the right evaluation of the competitors may be a very complicated task. Since winners experience a positive effect of visibility and reputation, a fair and impartial selection of a winner is the best guarantee for adequate funding.

The proposed ANP model uses one expert who is responsible for model building and making comparisons. However, the ANP may be also applied in the case where a group of experts dealing with framing a constructed network structure. Aczel and Saaty (1983) proved that the unique way to combine reciprocal individual judgments into a corresponding reciprocal group judgment is by using their geometric mean.

4.2 Limitations

As with any methodology, ANP/AHP has its possible limitations. The first one concerns the number of included criteria and alternatives. ANP/AHP does not work optimally in the case where the number of alternatives is large; therefore, it cannot be applied at the screening stage of investment. Therefore, at first, VCs must screen the hundreds of proposals by using, for example, actuarial decision aides or simple heuristic rules (Zacharakis & Meyer, 2000; Woike, Hoffrage, & Petty, 2015). Those ventures that survive the initial stage can then be subjected to deep analysis with ANP.

Another approach that works with a large number of items, for example, is to use an extension of AHP structuring by incorporating it into another method of prioritization known as Best-Worst scaling (Lipovetsky, 2016).

Zacharakis and Meyer (2000) also conclude that as more information is available to the decision, the VC’s predictive accuracy substantially decreases. Although this statement relates to heuristic decision making, it partly concerns ANP too. In spite of the fact that ANP helps to analyze complex VC decision problems through including as many network structures, decision criteria and interactions between them as needed, when the
number of criteria is large, the amount of time needed to complete the pairwise comparison will be considerably long. Furthermore, pairwise comparison value might be inconsistent due to this massive number of comparisons. As a result, quality of perception of the comparisons will be reduced. To solve this problem, different ways to improve the consistency of judgements have been discussed (Saaty, 2003; Koczkodaj and Szybowski, 2016). Another solution is to use incomplete pairwise comparisons (Fedrizzia and Giove 2007; Bozóki, Fülöp, & Rónyai, 2010). Therefore, it is the expert’s responsibility to determine the degree of the model’s complexity that would make ANP more applicable.

In spite of the requirement that an allowable consistency ratio must be not more than about .10, the requirement of 10% cannot be made smaller, such as 1% or 0.1%, without trivializing the impact of inconsistency. Saaty (2013) noticed that inconsistency itself is important because without it new knowledge that changes, preference cannot be admitted. Assuming that all knowledge should be consistent contradicts experience, which requires continued revision of understanding.

The second limitation of building effective ANP models involves the fact that feedback on the quality of VC’s decision is slow in coming (Zacharakis & Meyer, 2000). It generally takes 7 years to identify the portfolio winners, and 2 to 3 years to identify the losers (Timmons & Spinelli, 2004). Thus, slow feedback makes it difficult to adjust ANP approach for VCs in their decision processes.

5. Conclusion
The research was aimed at applying ANP to evaluate and select startup businesses for funding. We proposed the idea that to be transparent and understandable, VCs should not collapse the complexity of the decision process into a simplistic scheme. VCs should decompose judgments through elaborate structures and organize their reasoning and calculations in sophisticated ways. Experience indicates that it is not very difficult to do this although it takes more time and effort. Indeed, we must use feedback networks to arrive at the kind of decisions needed to cope with the future (Saaty & Vargas, 2006).

Thus, ANP deliberately synthesizes heuristic and analytic approaches and considerably extends the idea of making business decisions under uncertainty. ANP allows considering the complexity of the problem and uses expert’s pairwise comparisons based on heuristics. In ANP, heuristics is used without reducing the complexity of the task and thus helps to avoid the systematic error. On the other hand, ANP is not a heuristic method; it is a mathematical theory that makes it possible to deal with all kinds of dependence and feedback between decision criteria and alternatives and examines the problem from different angles (in our study these are Benefits-Opportunities and Risks).

Despite the potential benefits of applying the ANP methodology in VCs decision-making process, Shepherd and Zacharakis (2002) mentioned that, “VCs rarely use decision aids and thus may be missing an opportunity. We hope that the proposed example of applying the ANP in VCs decision making and the developed Multichoice decisions software encourages researchers to further explore ANP in the area of VC investment decisions. We expect that applying heuristics as part of the analytical process will lead to other results than using heuristics per se. However, this statement must be proved in future research.
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